
Would vs Used To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Even then she __________ not see him.1. would

His writing-table stood in the same place, and near it was Gloria's chair;
beside it, the little stand with her needlework, her silks, her scissors, and her
thimble, all as it __________ be.

2.

used to

He was not __________ being lectured on his duties, and this young lady's
remarks struck him as slightly impertinent.
3. used to

He is __________ a checking of his work by his fellows which, if of a
different nature, is no less relentless than the war-time check in the toll of
human lives.

4. used to

And what __________ they do with this?5. would

This part of the work calls for particular thanksgiving; for during these last
eighteen months the number of the children has been nearly three times as
great as it __________ be.

6.

used to

I'm not __________ being pinned down.7. used to

He was so __________ delighting in Lydia's understanding of his
perversely obscure figures of speech that he turned about, surprised to hear
no appreciative comment.

8. used to

I'm not __________ money, and that's a fact.9. used to

Their boys are at home for the holidays, and Mr. Porter's great wish is that
they should get __________ the country in their summer holidays.
10.

used to

You see, he was so __________ being called just "Jack" that he spelt
"John" the same way.
11. used to

But it __________ not always be so.12. would

He's not __________ having so much money.13. used to
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On his few space trips he could never get __________ this business of
floating eerily around in the air, and it seemed a poor time to talk about
ghosts.

14. used to

And then she __________n't do!15. would

Now pa won't let us go out at night to play, and I think that's a mistake,
because we can't get __________ the dark if we don't.
16.

used to

But I __________ not have come to you.17. would

He's probably __________ face polar bears and things in his shack.18. used to

She's not __________ being treated like that.19. used to

There __________ have been no other way.20. would
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